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                 ME202:   Dr. Charles Negus   Computer Programming Applications for Mechanical Engineers   Project  Date Due: 11:59pm, 03 May 17  For this project, you will fill in some missing functions needed by the graphical program, BeamFEM . This program  implements quadrilateral finite elements to solve linear (small strain) cantilever beam problems. Program Input (determined by the user) :  • Beam dimensions (length, height, and thickness)  • Number of elements in the x and y direction. The total number of elements is xEle * yEle. (In general, more  elements will produce a more accurate result, but be careful: using too many can freeze Matlab.)  • The material (Steel, Titanium, Aluminum, or human cortical bone.)  • A single point force (Fx, Fy) ac ting at a user specified node (xNode, yNode). Note that xNode can have values  from 1 to xEle + 1 and yNode can have values from 1 to yEle + 1.  • The units of the system (m, N, Pa or in, lbf, psi). Program Output:  • A color -scaled plot of the deflected beam.  Colors can represent (per the user’s selection)  o Deflection  o Strain  o Stress  o Each of these can be selected in the x direction, y -direction, or shear (xy). (For deflection, xy represents  the total deflection.)  I have provided all but five functions neces sary to run this program. You will provide the missing five functions  described on the following pages. ME202:   Dr. Charles Negus   Computer Programming Applications for Mechanical Engineers Function 1:  Header:  function [E] = calcE(modulus, poisson)   modulus and poisson are numbers (double precision).   Description:  This function populates the symmetric, 3x3 elasticity matrix:   where E is the Young’s Modulus (modulus) and ν is Poisson’s Ratio (poisson). Test Case:  >> E = calcE(2e11, 0.3)   E = 1.0e+11 * 2.1978 0.6593 0   0.6593 2.1978 0   0 0 0.7692  ME202:   Dr. Charles Negus   Computer Programming Applications for Mechanical Engineers   Function 2:  Header:  function [value] = convert(value, convertFlag)   value is a number (double precision) and convertFlag is a string.   Description:  This function is called whenever the user toggles the units in the Units panel. It is used to convert the units of all displayed values according to convertFlag . value is the number being converted and convertFlag can have 8  possible string values:  mT Oin :  meters to inches  m2TOin2 :  meters squared to inches squared  paTOpsi :  Pascals to pounds per square inch  nTOlbf :  Newtons to pounds force  inTOm :  inches to meters  in2TOm2 :  inches squared to meters squared  psiTOpa :  Pounds per square inch to Pas cals  lbfTOn :  pounds force to Newtons   Hints:  Pay attention to the cases using in the convertFlag strings. You can use an if/elseif structure or a switch/case structure. Test Case s (a few of the eight you should try) :  >> v1 = convert(200e9, 'paTOpsi')   v1 = 2.9008e+07   >> v1 = convert(1, 'mTOin')   v1 = 39.3701   >> v2 = convert(200, 'lbfTOn')   v2 =   889.6440   ME202:   Dr. Charles Negus   Computer Programming Applications for Mechanical Engineers   Function 3:  Header:  function [ nodes ] = generateBeam(beamLength, xEle, beamHeight, yEle)   Description:  This function generates an array of coordinates for each node which defines the beam. The nodes should be equally  spaced in both the x and y directions (cough, cough, “ linspace ”, cough, cough). The beam should be centered on the  x-axis such that half is above and half is below.  • beamLeng th is the user -entered length of the beam.  • xEle is the number of elements the user would like to distribute evenly along the length of the beam.  • beamHeight is the user -entered height of the beam.  • yEle is the number of elements the user would like to distribute along the y direction of the beam.  • nodes is an array of coordinates of each node describing the beam. Since there are xEle+1 nodes in the x - direction and yEle+1 nodes in the y direction, this ar ray will have (xEle+1)*(yEle+1) rows and 2 columns (one for  the x -coordinate, one for the y -coordinate).  Hint:  The first xEle+1 nodes will define the bottom row of the beam, the next xEle+1 rows will be the next row, etc., etc. (See  diagram on next page.)   Test Case:  >> nodes = generateBeam(5, 6, 0.5, 3)   nodes = 0 -0.2500   0.8333 -0.2500   1.6667 -0.2500   2.5000 -0.2500   3.3333 -0.2500   4.1667 -0.2500   5.0000 -0.2500   0 -0.0833   0.8333 -0.0833   1.6667 -0.0833   2.5000 -0.0833   3.3333 -0.0833   4.1667 -0.0833   5.0000 -0.0833   0 0.0833   0.8333 0.0833   1.6667 0.0833   2.5000 0.0833   3.3333 0.0833   4.1667 0.0833   5.0000 0.0833 0 0.2500   0.8333 0.2500   1.6667 0.2500   2.5000 0.2500   3.3333 0.2500   4.1667 0.2500   5.0000 0.2500  ME202:   Dr. Charles Negus   Computer Programming Applications for Mechanical Engineers  ME202:   Dr. Charles Negus   Computer Programming Applications for Mechanical Engineers Function 4:  Header:  function [ ele ] = beamConnectivity(xEle, yEle) Description:  This function figures out which nodes comprise which element. The elements should be numbered using the convention  show n below for the case of xEle = 6 , and yEle = 2. Each row of the output will list the four nodes in the corners of that  element.  For each element, node numbe rs should start the bottom left of the element and proceed counter - clockwise.  See the test case below. (E.g. The nodes defining element 5 are in the fifth row of the output and are  comprised of 5 6 13 and 12. The nodes defining element 11 are in the 11 th row.)  Test Case:  >> beamConnectivity(6,2)   ans = 1 2 9 8   2 3 10 9   3 4 11 10   4 5 12 11   5 6 13 12   6 7 14 13   8 9 16 15   9 10 17 16   10 11 18 17   11 12 19 18   12 13 20 19   13 14 21 20   ME202:   Dr. Charles Negus   Computer Programming Applications for Mechanical Engineers Function 5:  Header:  function [newNodes] = updateNodeCoords( nodes, U ) Description:  This function updates the coordinates of each node in nodes by a corresponding amount in U.  U is a column vector which describes deflections in both the x -direction and y -direction of each node. It is 2*numNodes  long . So, for example:   U(1,1) is the x def lection of node 1: newNodes(1,1) = nodes(1,1) + U(1,1)  U(2,1) is the y deflection of node 1: newNodes(1,2) = nodes(1,2) + U(2,1)  U(3,1) is the x deflection of node 2: newNodes(2,1) = nodes(2,1) + U(3,1)  U(4, 1) is the y deflection of node 2 : newNodes(2, 2) = nodes(2,2) + U(4 ,1)  U(5, 1) is the x deflection of node 3 : newNodes(3,1) = nodes(3,1) + U(5,1)  etc.,  etc.   Test Case (Copy and Paste this into Matlab) :   >> nodes =[ 0 -0.050000000000000   1.333333333333333 -0.050000000000000   2.666666666666667 -0.050000000000000   4.000000000000000 -0.050000000000000   5.333333333333333 -0.050000000000000   6.666666666666667 -0.050000000000000   8.000000000000000 -0.050000000000000   0 0   1.33333 3333333333 0   2.666666666666667 0   4.000000000000000 0   5.333333333333333 0   6.666666666666667 0   8.000000000000000 0   0 0.050000000000000   1.333333333333333 0.050000000000000   2.666666666666667 0.050000000000000   4.000000000000000 0.050000000000000   5.333333333333333 0.050000000000000   6.666666666666667 0.050000000000000   8.00000 0000000000 0.050000000000000 ];   (Note that the above was made with generateBeam(8,6,.1,2)   >> U = 1.0e -06 * [ 0   0   -0.005000000000000   -0.006300000000000   -0.009000000000000   -0.021900000000000   -0.011900000000000 ME202:   Dr. Charles Negus   Computer Programming Applications for Mechanical Engineers   -0.04450000000 0000   -0.013900000000000   -0.071200000000000   -0.014700000000000   -0.099300000000000   -0.014800000000000   -0.126100000000000   0   0   -0.000900000000000   -0.005900000000000   -0.001800000000000   -0.021600000000000   -0.002600000000000   -0.044300000000000   -0.003500000000000   -0.071100000000000   -0.004500000000000   -0.099300000000000   -0.005000000000000   -0.126100000000000   0   0   0.003200000000000   -0.006000000000000   0.005500000000000   -0.021700000000000   0.006700000000000   -0.044300000000000   0.006800000000000   -0.071000000000000   0.006000000000000   -0.099200000000000   0.003800000000000   -0.126000000000000 ];  K>> newNodes = updateNodeCoords(nodes,U)   newNodes = 0 -0.050000000000000   1.333333328333333 -0.050000006300000   2.666666657666667 -0.050000021900000   3.999999988100000 -0.050000044500000   5.333333319433333 -0.050000071200000   6.666666651966667 -0.05000009930000 0   7.999999985200000 -0.050000126100000   0 0   1.333333332433333 -0.000000005900000   2.666666664866667 -0.000000021600000   3.999999997400000 -0.000000044300000   5.333333329833333 -0.000000071100000   6.666 666662166667 -0.000000099300000   7.999999995000000 -0.000000126100000   0 0.050000000000000 ME202:   Dr. Charles Negus   Computer Programming Applications for Mechanical Engineers   1.333333336533333 0.049999994000000   2.666666672166667 0.049999978300000   4.000000006700000 0.049999955700000   5.3333333401333 33 0.049999929000000   6.666666672666667 0.049999900800000   8.000000003800000 0.049999874000000  Once you get BeamFEM working, play with it. Apply an axial load to the end and see if the predicted stress is F/A. Use a  finer mesh and see what happens to the stress/strain/displacement predictions. Verify that aluminum is softer than steel or titanium for a given load and a given size beam.  Deliverables: Submit the following m -files (separately) onto Blackboard. Be sure that the functions are named exactly  as specified, including spelling and case .  calcE.m  convert.m  generateBeam.m  beamConnectivity.m  updateNodeCoords.m   
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